
Session Descriptions 
 
GS 1      “Thrive in the Age of Digital Disruption” 
 

Marie Myers, CFO and Digital Disruptor 
 

Digital disruption is more than a huge buzzword in today’s environment - it is one 
of the biggest challenges facing many organizations.  It should affect the way we look 
at our lives, our businesses and our companies; and how we should tap into 
emerging technology and lead our organizations into the future. Marie is a 
recognized thought leader in Digital Disruption.  She will share her insight and 
Finance digital transformation experience, including the use of artificial intelligence 
and robotics to drive efficiency and effectiveness, predictive analytics to gain insight 
on business performance, and the deployment of technology to mitigate compliance 
and risk issues.  Each of these solutions are relevant to internal audit professionals. 
You will hear lessons learned for you to apply to achieve success in your own 
transformation, and why it is only possible when each of us embracing it. Let’s thrive 
in the age of digital disruption together! 

 
CS 1-1 “Finding Exciting Risks in Mundane Economic Data” 
 

James Mihills, Partner - Financial Institutions Consulting, Weaver 
 

Macroeconomic data can be used by auditors to identify areas of heightened risk. In 
this session, we will:  
• Review current economic data and trends and consider how these data indicate 

areas of potential risk 
• Consider how to incorporate economic data into planning for risks, such as 

economic risk, investment risk, technology risk, and fraud risk, and 
• Look at case studies illustrating how macroeconomic data indicated existing 

risks 
 

CS 1-2 “Social Engineering - How Fraudsters are Getting to Your Organization” 
 

  David Kirtland, Manager, Axia Partners 
 

In today’s business environment, companies are under constant attack from 
individuals trying to gain access to resources.  They attempt to exploit their target 
organizations through many different techniques that are seemingly innocuous but 
can have very serious consequences.  This session will review the various schemes 
potential fraudsters use to gain access to organizations. Attendees will learn how to 
connect the dots between “harmless” information and fraudsters that attempt to 
take advantage of them. 
 

 



CS 1-3 “How Secure is Your Border? An Attack and Penetration Audit” 
 

Bill Jenkins, Manager, PwC 
   
Cloud, mobile, IoT, virtual, and wearable technology options continue to expand and 
morph. Organizations follow in an effort to offer new products, address changing 
needs, keep up with competition, and not be left behind.   As corporate boundaries 
evolve logically, physically, and virtually, efforts to attack and penetrate are 
changing while certain base concepts remain constant.  By attending this session, 
participants will gain insights into: 
• Changing threats and risks associated with current technologies 
• Advances in adversary capabilities 
• Advances in defenses, and 
• Base principles to be applied regardless of situation 

 
CS 1-4 “Getting Others to Get It!  Using Emotional Intelligence to be Heard and 

Understood” 
 

  Dr. Bill Crawford, Psychologist, Crawford Performance Solutions 
 

Have you ever tried to communicate important information to someone, only to have 
them become resistant, defensive, and/or argumentative?  Regardless of the 
situation, this can be a big problem, because either you spend way too much time 
trying to convince them of the value of your perspective, or you just get into a debate 
around "who's right?"  In Getting Others to Get It, Dr. Crawford goes way beyond 
"good communication skills" by showing participants what is really happening when 
others are being resistant, and how to combine his “Life from the Top of the Mind” 
perspective with Emotional Intelligence so that you are actually heard and 
understood. 

 
CS 1-5 “5 Core Must-Haves for Improved Internal Audit Performance” 
 

  Tom O’Reilly, Internal Audit Practice Leader, AuditBoard 
 

By innovating five traditional internal audit activities, CAEs can improve their 
chances to expand internal audit's coverage, maximize the impact of individual audit 
projects, and help the Audit Committee perform their oversight function.  In this 
session, participants will gain insight on how to: 
• Present the draft audit plan to get approval for non-routine audit areas 
• Improve audit projects through the use of specialized knowledge 
• Maximize the risk assessment by understanding C-suite needs 
• Enhance the focus of the CAE’s reports to the Audit Committee, and 
• Turn auditees into raving internal audit fans 

 



CS 2-1 “Internal Audit 2020” 
 

  Sonny Brandtner, Senior Director, Briggs & Veselka 
 

What will be the next crisis and is your internal audit function ready? This session 
will briefly review the relationship between business crisis and the evolution of 
internal audit over the past 40 years. It will show that the business environment will 
continue to change at an unprecedented pace. Alignment of internal audit with the 
business objectives and risk priorities of the board, management team and other 
stakeholders has never been more important.  In this session, you will: 
• Refresh your understanding on internal audit's approach to remain aligned 

with the business objectives and risk priorities of the company stakeholders 
• Explore how the business environment is changing through disruptive 

innovation, new technology and other ways 
• Learn how RPA is being used in internal audit, and 
• Explore the application of RPA through examples 

 
CS 2-2 “Procurement Fraud and Corruption” 
 

  Kobey McCall, Supervisory Special Agent, FBI 
 

The session will focus on the FBI’s Public Contract Corruption Initiative (PCCI), 
which is a collaborative effort between the FBI and government procurement 
officials to proactively identify and address criminal schemes and corrupt 
organizations using their positions to unjustly enrich themselves at the expense of 
the citizens that they are supposed to work for.  This session will provide an 
overview of the Public Corruption Unit and the PCCI, and will review common red 
flags of procurement fraud and corruption. 

 
CS 2-3 “Insider Threat:  Protecting Your Intellectual Property” 
 

  Less Stoltenberg, Chief Information Security Officer, MD Anderson 
  

There have been highly publicized reports about significant American intellectual 
property being stolen by foreign countries. Is this happening in your organization?  
Are your valuable trade secrets being comprised?  We have seen a noticeable shift 
from cyber-attacks to insiders targeting intellectual property. This session will 
provide insights on the targeting efforts of foreign adversaries and how to use tools 
and technologies you may already have in place to identify these threats. 

 
 
 
 
 



CS 2-4 “Creating Impactful Relationships with the C-Suite” 
 

  Margie Bastolla, Principal, Margie Bastolla Facilitations 
 

Good analytical skills, a solid understanding of the business, and in-depth knowledge 
of the organization’s key risks are essential to your success as an internal auditor.  
However, there is another skill that can help make the difference between being a 
good auditor and a great one. It is the ability to build solid relationships with 
management and the C-Suite. Internal auditors with strong professional 
relationships are happier, more productive, and enjoy greater success in the 
workplace. Furthermore, audit clients and executives are more likely to value audit’s 
opinions, assessments, and recommendations if they are known and trusted.    
During this session, we will discuss:  
• How relationships help the auditor influence organizational change 
• The executive mindset, and  
• 7 ways to enhance relationships with executives 

 
CS 2-5 “Understanding the New Revenue Recognition Standard:  What Does it Mean 

for Auditors?” 
 

  John-Michael Kretz, Managing Director, KPMG LLP 
 
The new revenue recognition accounting standard has led to sweeping changes in 
accounting for revenue across many industries. While the new standard has now 
been adopted by public and private companies, many entities are still addressing the 
broad organizational impacts brought about by these changes, which often include 
significant impacts upon a company’s processes and internal control structure. This 
session will cover the fundamentals of the new revenue recognition accounting 
standard and critical considerations for internal audit departments.  

 
 

GS 2 “Emphasize the Basics. Elevate the Standards” 
 

  Naohira Mouri, Executive Vice President & Chief Auditor of AIG, IIA Global Chairman 
 

A successful career in internal audit is built on the solid foundation provided by the 
International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing 
(Standards). Using the construction of a sleek office tower as metaphor, 2018-19 IIA 
Global Chairman Naohiro Mouri takes you from blueprint to finished product in a 
process that show cases the importance of the Standards and the capstone of 
certification. Mouri-san’s theme – Emphasize the Basics. Elevate the Standards – 
emphasizes that conformance to the Standards is essential while it elevates the 
profession. Mouri-san will stress the importance of the basics of the Standards to 
become a trusted advisor. His message is intended to inspire professionals at all 
levels as well as to prepare future generations of internal auditors. 



CS 3-1 “Auditing Data Privacy in a Post GDPR World” 
 

  Paul Douglas, Consulting Director, Postlethwaite & Netterville 
 

Organizations are accumulating and processing increasing volumes of protected 
data. How can we assure that our organizations are adequately protecting private 
data? This interactive session will cover auditing the effectiveness of a data 
protection program and offer insights through a real-world case study in assessing 
GDPR compliance and gap remediation. This session will cover: 
• Data privacy within your organization’s existing information security program 
• Data classification and records management programs 
• Conducting a data privacy risk assessment and identify safeguards 
• Strategies for third-party management, and 
• Developing a compliance strategy for various data protection regulations 
 

CS 3-2 “Analytic Interviewing: Detecting Deception in the Blink of an Eye” 
 

  Mary Daugherty, Senior Special Agent (Retired), Tab Cooper & Associates, LLC 
 
Analytic Interviewing is the most powerful, scientifically proven interviewing 
technique ever developed. It is a non-confrontational technique for obtaining 
detailed, accurate, and truthful information. This session will help you identify 
micro-expressions, address building subconscious rapport, and show how micro-
expressions can be used as cues to detect deception. 

 
CS 3-3 “When the Cyber Intrusion Alarm Rings, Will You Know?” 

   
  Norman Comstock, Managing Director, UHY Advisors TAP, Inc. 

 
There are numerous cybersecurity products, architectures, and cyber risk 
management best practices to help harden your enterprise perimeter, improve 
preventive and detective controls, and mature overall cybersecurity posture. Yet 
data breaches continue. Could it happen to your business? Would you know it was 
happening? A pre-breach assessment may routinely provide a quick answer. 
  
Cybersecurity risk management is complicated by the constant subtle changes. 
Similarly, expenditures on security skilled people, security related processes, and 
security technologies may lose potency as your cybersecurity risk profile changes. 
In addition, legacy security activities may not focus on emerging security risks in 
favor of automating routine security activities.  In this session, you will learn that:     
• Assurance is not absolute 
• Annual penetration test is security theater 
• Change management is your cybersecurity Achilles heel 
• Agile companies fight fear, uncertainty and doubt with fact, and 
• SecDevOps is your friend 



CS 3-4 “Jumping in the Driver’s Seat” 
 

  Jay Gubrud, Professional Speaker, Jay Gubrud, Inc. 
 

Jumping in the Driver’s Seat empowers people to improve leadership skills and 
cultivate personal productivity. Today’s competitive and changing business 
environment demands that people must have an innate sense of personal 
responsibility for their work, their actions, and their relationships. This session will 
increase your personal effectiveness by allowing attendees to: 
• Define leadership 
• Make their assumptions assets instead of liabilities 
• Give and receive feedback effectively 
• Learn proven strategies for healthy conflict with excellent outcomes 
• Create powerful and productive expectations, and 
• Discover practical communication skills for rewarding relationships  

 
CS 3-5 “What Non-Technical Auditors Need to Know to Navigate the Cybersecurity 

Landscape” 
 

  David Losacco, Principal, Stinnett & Associates 
 

As cyber incidents at companies continue to increase in scope and severity, it is clear 
those without adequate protection are extremely vulnerable. Internal audit 
functions are challenged by the ever-changing cybersecurity landscape and for non-
technical auditors to understand the potential threats against their company. This 
session will help a non-technical auditor understand and navigate these threats by 
addressing the following risk areas: 
• Why should we be concerned with cybersecurity 
• Key cybersecurity definitions 
• Emerging cybersecurity trends and threats 
• What happened with recent high-profile cybersecurity attacks 
• What are cybersecurity roadblocks 
• Steps to evaluate your company’s cybersecurity risk level, and 
• How can you take preventive measures to protect yourself and your company 

 
GS 3 “Closing Your Capacity Gap” 
 

  Dan Thurmon, Motivational Works, Inc. 
 

Have you ever felt overwhelmed because there is just too much to do? Do you keep 
hitting the limits of your time, energy and personal “bandwidth?” Dan, an IIA 
favorite, returns with a new presentation to help you expand your capacity to 
accomplish more with greater focus to make 2019 your most successful year yet! 
Dan’s high-impact presentation style will leave you entertained, enlightened, and 
inspired to make a breakthrough.  
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